
The most open General Election we can remember
Much has changed since the 2017 general election. Those experts
who include 2019 data in their analysis all agree that only Lib Dem
Steve Gee can beat the Conservatives in this constituency.

◊ Conservative Chris Grayling supports Boris’s Brexit “deal”.

◊ Lib Dem Steve Gee supports Remain in the EU.
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Building a Brighter Future for Epsom,
Ewell, Ashtead, Nork and Tattenhams
Ever since the 2016 referendum,
Steve has been fighting to reverse
the decision and Stop Brexit.
Steve cares passionately about his
children’s future. He says "I want us
to be an open and tolerant country,
where we can work, travel and trade
freely with our neighbours in Europe.

“This election is the most important
in my lifetime. It is time to stand up
and be counted, for Remainers to
be as passionate as any Brexiteer.

“Together, we can Stop Brexit."
Far too many people find that hard
work no longer guarantees a happy,
fulfilling and secure life for them and
their children.

Labour and the Conservatives
are both stuck in the past. They
have failed time and again to
deliver a brighter future.
We have an ambitious plan for this
country’s future, where every single
person and community can thrive.

Only a Liberal Democrat majority
government will MAKE IT STOP by
revoking Article 50.
Any “deal” can only be the start, with
years of Trade talks ahead, more
uncertainty and economic stagnation.

Let's get the Remain Bonus
now and free up £50 billion
to spend on key services.

The Lib Dems will protect the NHS, reverse
schools cuts and revive tired high streets.

Epsom & Ewell Constituency

Steve Gee
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VOTE FOR
Steve Gee
www.Steve4Epsom.co.uk

@EpsomEwellFocus

However you usually vote, for the Future’s sake, on December 12th vote Liberal Democrat

The PAST versus the FUTURE
Boris Johnson’s Tories and Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour have failed this country

Instead we can choose:

JO SWINSON’S
FULLY COSTED
PLAN FOR
BRITAIN’S
FUTURE

See our 2019 Manifesto for more details of these and other
Liberal Democrat policies. Visit: www.libdems.org.uk/plan

Stop Brexit
Stop Brexit and invest the £50
billion Remain Bonus in public
services and tackling inequality.

Tackle the Climate
Emergency

Tackle the climate emergency by
generating 80% of our electricity
from renewables and insulating
all low-income homes.

Transform our Mental
Health Services

Transform our mental health
services by treating mental health
with the same urgency as physical
health.

Build a Fairer Economy
Build a fairer economy by
providing free childcare from 9
months and giving every adult
£10,000 to spend on skills &
training throughout their lives.

Give every Child the
best start in life

Give every child the best start in
life by recruiting 20,000 more
teachers as part of an extra £10
billion a year for schools.

Why former Labour and Tory voters now support the Liberal Democrats


